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apeksha productions-panda films-pulimoottai film is an indian hindi-language action comedy film. it
was released in 2002. it was directed by p. s. vinu and produced by kundan shah. the movie stars
ajay devgan, arshad warsi, poonam das, anupam kher and naseeruddin shah in lead roles, with
mithun chakraborty and gulshan grover in supporting roles. it is a remake of the 1998 tamil film
vinnaithaandi varuvaayaa. yayamma is a 1962 indian tamil-language drama film directed by k.

subramaniam. the film stars m. g. ramachandran, jayalalitha and s. v. subbaiah naidu in lead roles,
with r. muthuraman, c. r. vijayakumari, m. radha and sowcar janaki playing supporting roles. the

film, produced by m. krishnan nair, had musical score by s. m. subbaiah naidu and was released on 8
march 1962. yayamma ran for 100 days in theatres. thiruda thirudi (english: girl of the streets) is a

1987 indian tamil-language film directed by k. s. r. das and produced by v. m. murthy. it stars
rajinikanth, sridevi, raghuvaran, janagaraj, ponvannan and radha ravi in lead roles, with kushboo,
sarath babu and nassar in supporting roles. the film, produced by v. murthy, had musical score by

ilaiyaraaja and was released on 3 august 1987. a remake of the 1987 telugu film sravana banthu, it
was remade in hindi as ladki (1988). sivaji is a 1978 indian tamil-language film, directed by k.

shankar. it stars sivaji ganesan, bhanumathi ramakrishnan, jayasudha, manorama, major
sundarrajan, m. n. nambiar, radha, seethalakshmi, t. s. balaiah, v. k. ramasamy and s. v. ramadass

in lead roles. it is the first release for actor sivaji ganesan after he returned to tamil filmdom
following a long hiatus in hindi cinema. the film became a hit at the box office.
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the 1955 film pattukada pattu was a success
at the box office. it was directed by p.

neelakantan, who made his directorial debut
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with the film. it stars m. g. ramachandran and
b. saroja devi. the film ran for 100 days.

neelakantan also directed another mgr hit
movie, thiruda thiruda (1957), again starring
mgr and b. this was the first movie where b.

saroja devi did a double role. this was a movie
with music by p. s. divakar. here mgr is a

dance tutor. his first dancing tutor is a dancing
girl called diva. mgr gives her a second

chance and she teaches him. both mgr and
diva come to the same college in usa. he gets

involved in solving the mystery of how the
girls were killed. there are funny moments in
the film. this is an all time super hit movie. it
had music by m. s. viswanathan. here mgr is
of the village named puduppu. his village is a
place where people are scared of going alone.
his friend narayanan is the chief of the village.
he is the chief of the place. he is a rowdy and
wants to take over puduppu from karunan. he
has a beautiful daughter, called velu. he sends
her away as soon as he gets a new girl friend
called pooja. pooja is the dance teacher. velu

gets married to a man called krishnan.
krishnan is a rich businessman. he wants to
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buy puduppu. he asks velu to go and ask
karunan for the money. velu goes and karunan

gives her the money. krishnan comes and
creates ruckus. he and velu fight. pooja comes
and saves velu from krishnan. velu and pooja

become good friends. velu finds out that
krishnan wants to take over puduppu from

karunan. krishnan sends his men to kill velu
and his family. velu tells krishnan that he has
no money. krishnan gets angry and wants to
kill him. velu saves pooja. pooja and krishnan
become good friends. velu and pooja are now
good friends. they help each other. they both
fall in love. krishnan asks velu to return the
money to karunan. karunan is not pleased.
this is the reason that he is not happy with

mgr. so, velu and pooja run away from home.
velu and pooja get married. velu tells pooja to

leave him. pooja leaves velu. velu gets into
trouble. he tells krishnan that he has no

money. krishnan gets angry and thinks that he
has the right to marry velu. he kills velu and

his family. velu is killed. but velu does not die.
his ghost comes and goes around pooja.

krishnan is surprised. this creates a problem.
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krishnan is a rowdy. he is scared of ghosts. he
thinks that velu has come back to haunt him.
he and his men go into a forest. there a ghost
comes and tells krishnan that he will come for

him. 5ec8ef588b
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